
Each player rolls 1d20, plus modifiers,
for initiative before entering the dungeon.
Play order follows in descending order of
initiative and is maintained for the length
of the game.
You can choose 2 actions on your turn:

Move 1d4 spaces on a 10’sq grid or 2d4
spaces on a 5’sq grid. Use an item, skill,
or ability. Interact with a monster or Non
Player Character (NPC), eg. speak or
attack. Note: attacking can only be done
once per turn unless otherwise specified.

There is no dedicated Game Master
(GM). The player to the active player’s
right is the acting GM and must read the
room descriptions and play the NPCs.
Skill checks are made with 1d20, plus

modifiers granted by abilities or
equipment. The check is successful if the
result is equal to or higher than the
Difficulty Check (DC) of the task. Unless
otherwise specified, there is no limit to the
number of attempts you can make.

Sometimes a saving throw (or save)
must be rolled against a DC. Add
modifiers specific to the cause of the save.
Some abilities grant resistance to certain

types of attacks or effects. Successful
attacks and failed saves of that type are
rerolled.
Combat occurs in turn order. Roll 1d4

for the enemy’s initiative. The number
rolled is its place in the turn order. The
enemy is played, according to its behavior
defined in the compendium, by the player

who acted immediately prior.
Attack rolls are made with 1d20, plus

modifiers, against the target’s Armor
Class (AC). If the hit is successful,
damage is rolled according to the details
of the spell, weapon, or ability, and is
deducted from the target’s hit points (HP).
When HP reach 0, the character is dead.

The player can create another and re-enter
the dungeon at the top of the next round
using 1d4 for initiative, taking the position
of the result.
The game round is complete after each

player, and enemy when in combat, takes
a turn.

Resting will restore 1d6 HPs per
character level, up to the character's
maximum, and reset some abilities, but
requires food and water and introduces the
chance to encounter a wandering monster.
Equipment can be purchased from or

sold to the peddler, who opportunistically
follows adventurers and awaits at the
dungeon entrance, always ready to trade.
The peddler pays half the market price for
pawned goods, but charges full price on
every sale. You wonder if adventuring is
not the most lucrative of careers!
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1pd20 is a 1 page d20 RPG system designed for 1 page dungeons without a dedicated Game
Master. It is played with pen & paper, dice, a Wanderer’s Compendium, pawnsto represent
player characters, and either aone-page dungeon mapor a Dungeoneer’s Atlas deck.

Choose a class, gaining its
default abilities and 2 more of
your choice, a race and 2
racial abilities, and 3 pieces of
starting equipment.

All characters begin with 8 Hit
Points, which may be adjusted
according to your chosen
abilities.

A Wanderer's Compendium
is the gazetteer for your
campaign setting, and is
essential to game play.

It defines the character
classes and racial options
available to play, as well as
stats for equipment and
monsters, and contains
flavorful world lore.

CHOOSE A COMPENDIUM

CREATE A CHARACTER

ROLE PLAY

LEVEL UP

Role play grants a +1 bonus to
player actions by using
flavorful descriptions or
speaking in character.

The acting GM can earn an
additional +1 for the player by
role playing GM duties.

Complete the number of
dungeons equal to your
current level to advance, and
purchase the required item or
training.

Upon advancement, choose 2
of the following advancements:
+2 HP, +1 class ability, or +1 to
saving throws.
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Dungeon tiles from a Dungeoneer’s Atlas.
Each deck follows a unique motif complete with
descriptors and interactive elements. Shown are 2
tiles from the Dungeon Classics collection.


